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Executive summary:
Healthcare providers and insurers are accelerating their 
efforts at digital transformation to address a range of 
issues: data silos, patients and members with higher 
expectations because of consumer experiences, high 
staff turnover rates and multiple payment models.

These organizations can’t afford missteps. Avanade sees 
successful healthcare organizations getting future ready 
along three dimensions: efficiencies, experiences and 
innovation. Avanade research¹ reveals how well they’re 
approaching these dimensions, what they’re overlooking 
and what they can do to get future ready. Now.

The drive for digital transformation is real: 
Our research shows that 90% of healthcare-related 
organizations have a digital transformation strategy, but 
many see room for improvement. Patients and members 
expect to interact with these organizations in highly 
personalized and digital ways.

Healthcare providers and 
insurers told us they expect 
digital transformation to:

According to Accenture²: 
• 70% expect text or email reminders for preventive  
 or follow-up care
• 69% expect to communicate with providers through 
 secure email
•	 77%	expect	to	request	prescription	refills	digitally	

Organizations that provide a great digital experience 
position themselves to be the choice for patients and 
members and maximize their bottom line. Providers 
and insurers told us that the main driver for their digital 
transformation is achieving greater innovation (50%), 
followed by the need for technology development (49%) 
and providing a better patient/member experience (45%). 

Innovation: 
For providers it means having tools to take advantage 
of their data for more meaningful and successful 
patient interactions. For insurers it means enabling 
transparency, creating loyal members and reducing 
costs to serve while maximizing profits. 

Introduction
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Reduce their costs over the next 
12 months by 8%

Increase business growth by 
more than 8%

Boost 12-month ROI by 12%. 
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Healthcare organizations face daunting challenges in implementing transformation. 
Both providers and insurers are saddled with complex and incompatible data and 
analytics systems that they’re slow to modernize because of the sensitive data they 
contain. Years of mergers and acquisitions add to the jumble. Meanwhile, maintaining 
these systems as unintegrated silos has consequences:  

 Higher costs to serve patients/  
 members (cited by 45% of our   
 study participants) 

 Lack of real-time insights into   
 patient/member behavior (38%) 

 Inefficient processes (38%)

Organizations know that these systems are crucial to 
their transformation progress. Fifty-six percent regard 
them as their most business-critical systems. So what’s 
stopping these organizations from integrating these 
systems and achieving digital transformation? Health- 
care organizations tell us their number one problem 
(40%) is hiring and training people with relevant skills. 

That’s part of a broader hiring problem across the 
healthcare industry. The Association of American 

Medical College foresees a significant shortage of 
physicians in the U.S. by the year 2032, including a 
shortage of primary-care physicians (up to 55,200) and 
specialists (up to 65,800).3 The demand for registered 
nurses and personal care aides is likewise outstripping 
supply and putting pressure on pay. Innovative uses of 
robotic process engineering, artificial intelligence and 
machine learning could augment these roles by taking 
on lower-level tasks, enabling humans to meet more of 
the industry’s needs

The challenges are real, too 
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There’s no single path to 
success because healthcare 
organizations aren’t starting  
their journeys from the 
same point.
Researchers at the MIT Center for Information Systems 
Research (CISR) identify two crucial dimensions for 
transformation: customer experience (CX) and oper- 
ational efficiency.4 An organization may be advanced on 
one and need to improve on the other or it may need 
major work on both.  

Building on this model, healthcare providers 
and insurers must focus on three areas:

• Effortless	efficiencies

• Experiences without boundaries

• Innovation at will
It is critical that such organizations infuse these 
dimensions with intelligence. By this we mean analytics, 
AI, machine learning and broader disciplines such as 
data science. They can then adapt quickly to new 
industry dynamics, regulations and competitors. And 
they can do more than adapt; they can lead, requiring 
competitors to adapt to them. 

What it means to be future ready

Avanade’s Future Ready. Now. model  
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Future-ready healthcare providers and insurers use data and intelligence to optimize business-critical 
processes, creating effortless efficiencies. Sixty-eight percent of healthcare executives told Accenture that within 
three years, every employee in their organizations will access teams of bots to accomplish their work.5 Healthcare 
executives told us that intelligent automation, including robotic process automation and cognitive automation, is 
the technology most likely to provide the greatest boost to their operations.  

Accenture estimates that key clinical health AI applications 
can create $150 billion in annual savings for the U.S. 
healthcare sector by 2026.6  

 These technologies, and the efficiencies they provide, are crucial because  
 they can mitigate the effects of the potential profound labor shortage of  
 physicians, nurses and other clinical staff.

Effortless efficiencies 
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Results: 

Increase of four times the number of patients 
who can be evaluated 

Increased participation by clinicians across 
disciplines 

Significant	reduction	in	time	from	diagnosis 
to treatment  

Case Study
Diagnosing and treating cancer faster

Situation: 

Patients at Ascension Wisconsin, a U.S. healthcare 
system, are getting faster treatment for cancer 
thanks to Microsoft Teams. The organization’s 
traditional tumor board required specialists from 
various disciplines to meet in person to review 
cases. But getting everyone in the same room at 
the same time wasn’t easy. So, Avanade used 
Microsoft Teams and a range of Office 365 
technologies to create a virtual tumor board that 
empowers clinicians to access, share and comment 
on case files from wherever they are, and then to 
track diagnoses and treatments.
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Experiences without boundaries 
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Patients and members regard themselves as customers 
and expect the same CX that they get from the most  
qualified retailers and hospitality providers. That’s why 
healthcare providers and insurers told us that CX was 
one of the top three drivers for digital transformation. 
To implement CX, our respondents named digital 
marketing (49%) and customer service (46%) among 
their top business-critical systems. 

There’s another crucial ingredient for healthcare 
organizations in delivering great CX: great employee 
experience (EX). That’s because great CX begins with 
employees. Paying attention to EX is more than a 
nice-to-have. Hospital turnover increased in 2018 to 
19.1% – a record high for the decade.7 Hospitals want 

to cut their turnover rate by over 3% in 2019; great EX 
is an important way to achieve that goal. 

It’s also a great way to support a better patient/member 
experience and higher ROI. Researchers at MIT CISR 
found that organizations that implement great EX 
double their levels of customer satisfaction and inno- 
vation and increase profitability by 25%.8 

But there’s a disconnect: EX was chosen as a trans- 
formation driver by just 25% of respondents in our 
research, far below the 47% that cited patient/member 
experience. Providers and insurers jeopardize digital 
transformation and future-ready status by failing to 
put sufficient weight behind improving EX.
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Case Study
Unified employee experience speeds 
up service

Situation: 

A regional US health insurer knew that the way 
to transform its member experience was to 
transform its employee experience. The 
company engaged Avanade to create a 
revolutionary Customer Service Platform that 
consolidates more than 80 legacy tools and 
screens into a single interface. The new 
platform provides 360-degree views of 
customer interactions and an omnichannel 
customer service experience including chat, 
email, self-service, secure messaging, phone 
calls and co-browsing. 

Results: 

Member calls are handled faster and more 
successfully, boosting member satisfaction. 

Call center staff easily support new, multilevel 
plans thanks to simpler, more effective tools. 

Healthcare transformation is not optional
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Healthcare has long been the epitome 
of innovation, resulting in dramatic and 
even unprecedented increases in 
longevity and health. But that’s on the 
medical or clinical side of the equation. 
Healthcare organizations now need to 
infuse the same level of innovation into 
the way they operate and do business. 
This calls for a different mindset on the part of leadship, 
front-line workers and everyone in between. It calls for 
a culture change that encourages new thinking and 
facilitates the testing of new approaches that speed 
the organization on its way.  

Additionally, the future-ready provider or insurer uses 
technology to foster innovation. For Avanade client 
Kaiser Permanente, one key is delivering new tools for 

collaboration to the breadth of workers – including 
physicians, nurses, receptionists and environmental 
services workers – who interact directly with the 
company’s members every day. The digital tools create 
new ways for Kaiser Permanente employees to share 
information and collaborate in what their Chairman and 
CEO Bernard Tyson calls “connective tissue”9 to improve 
care and coverage to millions. Cloud can also promote 
innovation. Healthcare organizations have long been 
reluctant to migrate to the cloud given the high levels 
of privacy and security with which they need to treat 
medical and other personally identifiable information.  

But cloud, particularly Microsoft Azure, can provide 
more privacy and security than organizations can 
achieve themselves. The cloud enables providers and 
insurers to try new solutions incrementally without the 
rip-and-replace of traditional IT approaches becoming 
an important element of achieving innovation at will. 

Healthcare transformation is not optional
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Case Study
Using data transformation to lower 
infant mortality 
 
Situation: 

CA government agency sought to lower its 
state infant mortality rate through better 
policy implementation. First, it needed an 
innovative way to identify at-risk pregnant 
women who could be helped through the 
program. Avanade supported the agency 
with dashboards to monitor the effective- 
ness of home visiting programs, each county’s 
infant mortality statistics, and predictive 
analytics based on social and physical 
characteristics of infants, mothers and 
other factors.

Results: 

Troubled programs and counties identified 
for more attention and support.

Characteristics of at-risk women identified so 
programs can provide needed support.

Healthcare transformation is not optional
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Effortless efficiencies: How developed are your AI applications to counteract the shortage of skilled staff? Are you 
still at the pilot stage or integrating them across your organization? 

Experiences without boundaries: Are your patients or members getting the best possible experience? Can you 
proactively engage and deliver personalized and relevant interactions?  

An innovate-at-will mindset: Have you assessed the impact cloud could have on your rate of innovation? Is your 
culture ready to test new approaches, embrace a learn fast strategy and iterate quickly? 

 Healthcare organizations around the world are getting future ready now.  
 You can, too. If the prospect still seems daunting, know that you don’t  
 need to go it alone. We can help.

Get Future Ready. Now. 
You can get ready now to make the most of your future. 
Given the complexity of challenges, goals and processes, it 
might be difficult to know where to begin. Here’s one way 
to start: by asking the following questions. 
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Avanade is a joint venture between Accenture and Microsoft, providing 
industry experience, deep expertise and the world’s most advanced 
technology – all to help healthcare providers and insurers like you thrive.  

We’re with you every step of the way on your transformation journey, 
planning and implementing the roadmap to speed your progress. 
We take a holistic, end-to-end approach that combines strategic advice, 
UX design, AI/analytics, tech implementation, change management, 
managed services, Accenture’s global healthcare and insurance industry 
expertise, and Microsoft’s leading-edge solutions. 

We map your Microsoft technology trajectory to maximize the ROI on 
your current investment. And we grow and scale with you, so you won’t 
be thrown by whatever’s around the bend.   

Are you ready? 
Visit www.avanade.com/FutureReadyNow 
to find out more. 

About the research
Avanade research was conducted by Vanson Bourne: 1,150 cross-industry 
respondents with revenues from $500 million to over $10 billion; 95 which 
were senior healthcare decision-makers from 14 countries across North America,  
Europe and Asia.

Why Avanade? 

United States 

Australia

Belgium & Netherlands

Canada

France

Germany 

Japan 

Nordic countries

United Kingdom

Italy 

Spain 

100

100

100

100

100

   200

100

100

100

75

75 Analysis showing respondent function, asked to
all 1,150 respondents

IT/Digital
decision-makers 

Finance/Operations
decision-makers

Sales decision-makers

Marketing
decision-makers

HR decision-makers

450

175

175

175

175

           Country breakdown                            Functional role breakdown
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About Avanade

Avanade is the leading provider of innovative digital and cloud services, business 
solutions and design-led experiences on the Microsoft ecosystem. With 36,000 
professionals in 25 countries, we are the power behind the Accenture Microsoft 
Business Group, helping companies to engage customers, empower employees, 
optimize operations and transform products, leveraging the Microsoft platform. 
Majority owned by Accenture, Avanade was founded in 2000 by Accenture LLP 
and Microsoft Corporation. 

Learn more at www.avanade.com.

© 2019 Avanade Inc. All rights reserved. The Avanade name and logo are registered trademarks in the U.S. and other countries. Other brand and product 
names are trademarks of their respective owners.
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